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least the least at least grammar cambridge dictionary Apr 25 2024
we use the quantifier least to talk about quantities amounts and degree the least is the superlative form of little we use the least with different
classes of words we use the least to make the superlative forms of longer adjectives and the majority of adverbs rosalind seems to be the least
worried about their move adjective

less or least what s the difference languagetool Mar 24 2024
grammar a quick guide on less vs least powered by languagetool less is the irregular comparative and least is the corresponding superlative we ll
explain what makes them irregular and how to use these words correctly is the correct word to use less or least it depends on the context

adjectives the least or the fewest number english Feb 23 2024
least can be paraphrased as lowest least can modify number the lowest number number of x refers to the count of items in set x the most direct
grammatical form is the fewest tourists another grammatical possibility is the lowest least number of tourists

the least amount of english examples in context ludwig Jan 22 2024
the least amount of is correct and usable in written english you can use it when referring to the smallest quantity of something for example we tried
to use the least amount of resources in order to make the most efficient product exact 60 so the least amount of fuel 1 massachusetts institute of
technology

least definition meaning dictionary com Dec 21 2023
noun something that is least the least amount quantity degree etc south midland u s the youngest in a family or group adverb to the smallest extent
amount or degree that s the least important question of all he talks least least liːst determiner the superlative of little you have the least talent of
anyone

least definition in american english collins english dictionary Nov 20 2023
adjective a superl of little with less or lesser as compar 1 smallest in size amount degree etc slightest he gave the least amount of money of anyone
2 lowest in consideration position or importance noun 3 something that is least the least amount quantity degree etc
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the least amount of r grammar reddit Oct 19 2023
ecsnorway 3 yr ago edited 3 yr ago yes least amount of is more correct for uncountable nouns for countable nouns i would use the lowest number of
unsolicited advice warning you can also use had instead of has had if you re only talking about occurrences in one year

a least amount of english examples in context ludwig Sep 18 2023
a least amount of english examples in context ludwig sentence examples for a least amount of from inspiring english sources related 7 a smallest
amount of a lowest amount of a decreased amount of a minimal amount of a less amount of a lesser amount of a fewer amount of exact 1

word choice how are least lowest and fewest used Aug 17 2023
1 i recently wanted to ask what is the lowest number of people then i questioned whether either what is the least number of people or what is the
fewest number of people is a superior alternative my guess is that the fewest number option is the best grammatically speaking is it

how little sleep can you get away with the new york times Jul 16 2023
april 15 2011 editor s note we re resurfacing this 2011 magazine article on the science of sleep for smarter living we all know that we don t get
enough sleep but how much sleep do we really

least definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jun 15 2023
less than anything or anyone else of the smallest amount or number superlative of little i m not the least bit concerned

what state has the lowest population the top 10 least May 14 2023
according to the 2020 census here are the top 10 least populated states in the u s wyoming 576 851 vermont 643 077 alaska 733 391 north dakota
779 094 south dakota 886 667

least definition meaning merriam webster Apr 13 2023
1 lowest in importance or position it s least on my list of worries 2 a smallest in size or degree the least noise would startle her b being a member of
a kind distinguished by diminutive size the least bittern c smallest possible slightest believed that the least government was the best government
irving stone least 2 of 3
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cuts of beef a guide to the leanest selections mayo clinic Mar 12 2023
choose cuts with the least amount of fat you can see also called marbling when you choose ground beef pick products with the lowest percentage of
fat for example look for labels that say 93 or 95 lean

less than sign in math definition symbol examples facts Feb 11 2023
the less than symbol is and with this metric we can compare numbers weights heights and values let s look at some examples of less than example 1
there are 4 marbles in bowl a and 7 marbles in bowl b on comparing the two it is clear that bowl a has fewer marbles than bowl b weights can be
compared similarly

6 states with the lowest overall tax burden forbes Jan 10 2023
if you were wondering the seven states without an income tax are nevada washington south dakota texas florida wyoming and alaska keep reading
to find the five states with the lowest overall

33 foods that are very low in calories healthline Dec 09 2022
here are 33 foods that are very low in calories marie delle donne offset images 1 apples are highly nutritious and one of the most popular fruits in
the united states 1 one cup 109

the clean fifteen 15 foods that are low in pesticides Nov 08 2022
1 avocado this healthy fatty fruit scored the number one spot for the least pesticide contaminated produce item 6 when the usda tested 360
avocados fewer than 1 had pesticide residues

least amount crossword clue wordplays com Oct 07 2022
the crossword solver found 30 answers to least amount 4 letters crossword clue the crossword solver finds answers to classic crosswords and
cryptic crossword puzzles enter the length or pattern for better results click the answer to find similar crossword clues dictionary crossword solver
quick help
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